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If you haven't already migrated your Progenesis software to the cloud, now is the perfect
time to consider the upgrade. Discover an array of benefits that will elevate your

organisation to new heights!

Always be on the latest version of the software

By being on the Progen Cloud you are guaranteed to be on the most recent version of the
software, without any on-prem installations to manage. This means you are always

accessing the latest product developments and releases - with minimal effort.

Transitioning to the cloud has never been
easier! The migration process is well-
documented and expertly managed.
Experience a hassle-free transition that
minimises disruptions and maximises the
benefits of cloud adoption.

Seamless Migration Process

Faster Support and Resolution

Experience a significantly shorter
turnaround time for resolving support and

technical queries when you're on the
Progen Cloud. Our expert support team is

readily available to assist you, ensuring that
any issues are addressed promptly, keeping

your operations running smoothly.
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BI Reporting with Progen Analytics

For enquiries, demo or getting a quote on upgrading to the cloud – please contact
Richard Hunsley.

BI Reporting is becoming a key requirement throughout organisations. Migrate to the
Progen Cloud and get direct access to a new dynamic suite of dashboards and reports
built in Progen Analytics. We’ll also teach you how to build your own reports – and ad

hoc queries.
For more complex tailored reports, we can build these for you. These can be exported

into formatted excel templates or if you wanted something more visual, a designed pdf
version which includes graphs and tables.

We have some examples we’d love to show you, please get in touch.

Explore the Power of Petra

Unlock the true potential of your cloud environment with access to companion products
like Petra. Revolutionise your lease and property management processes with this
game-changing technology that has garnered rave reviews. Don't miss out on this

incredible breakthrough – book a demonstration now!

0451 587 837 richard.hunsley@progensoft.com

In the cloud version we have built in Multi-
factor Authentication (MFA), that means
every time you log on, the system asked you
to enter a code it just sent to your mobile
phone. An extra layer of security for all
users. It stops a hacker who has found an id
and password getting into your system.

More secure
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